THE LIGHT
PEOPLE L VE

The light that has captured the hearts of
many has teamed up with a designer that
has captivated our spirit for decades. Stella
and ME by Mary Engelbreit™ is a
collaborative effort to bring a lot of light and
a little more love into your creative space.
Available in black and white. ©ME·E·Inc.

We have teamed up with Tim to bring you a unique spin on
our innovative products. The Industrial Collection by Tim
Holtz ® is ﬁnished in industrial gray and a hammered metal
texture to give your creative space a little more personality
while illuminating the possibilities of your work. Available in
EDGE and Stella (Task) Models.

WHyPEOPLE
StELla
Tri-Spectrum Technology
What makes Stella Lighting products so unique is we
offer three color spectrums of light in one lamp.

Warm White
2800K

Pure White
4000K

Cool White
5500K

50,000+ Hours Mean No Bulb to Replace
Stella’s long lasting Samsung LEDs are rated to last over
50,000 hours before you notice any dimming the
quality of light. That also eliminates the hassle and cost of
bulb replacements.

Low Energy Costs
No UV and Less Heat
LEDs produce very little heat and no UV
rays so the light is very comfortable
and safe for both you and your fabrics.

On average, Stella Lighting products are using less
than 10W of electricity. This means energy savings for
you, and for the planet.

Flex Arm
A super strong, super flexible
neck allows you to get the light
exactly where you need it!

Three Lights. Endless Possibilities.

Stella
The light that people love. Designed with the
creative individual’s needs in mind, Stella offers
Tri- Spectrum technology, Touch Integration,
Dimming Functions and 50,000+ Lifespan. Plus
you will never replace the bulb.

StellaEDGE
The most diverse craft light in the marketplace
today. The EDGE has the same great features as the original
Stella, with the addition of a longer neck, wireless remote
and ﬁve (5) year warranty. Often used by those that travel to
class, on the road or even room to room in the house.

All Stella products are designed with the creative individual in
mind which makes Stella the preferred lighting choice by
professional artists worldwide.

Adjustable

StellaSKY

Our #1 selling light. The StellaSKY is the
ideal choice for those creative individuals
that work at night in the comfort of their
own home. Knitters, needle-pointers, and
seamstresses all appreciate the
extend-able height ranging 4-6’, wireless
remote control, Tri-Spectrum Technology,
and dimming capability.

www.stellalighting.com
32832 E. Pearl St | PO Box 8529
Coburg, OR 97408
541.345.8112 | 855.282.3222

